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Welcome to Northfields, home to the UKs largest 
selection of table linen, napkins, chair covers and 
accessories all available for hire at an  
affordable price.

Founded in 1953, in a small house on Northfields 
Road, London, the family run business was the first 
of its kind in the UK to offer the hospitality industry 
a bespoke table linen rental service. Starting with 
just a small stock of white cotton linen products, 
the family collected, hand washed and ironed each 
tablecloth and napkin, ready to be repackaged and 
delivered back to its customers the following day.  

The business grew and subsequently went on 
to install a fully functioning commercial laundry, 
followed by the manufacturing of its own fabrics. 
This has allowed the company to exercise total 
control over colour continuity, design, down to the 
last stitch. From that day to this we have continued 

to innovate, priding ourselves on listening carefully 
to our customers and responding quickly to their 
ever changing needs, by providing a sustainable 
quality product.

Today we stock the finest selection of linen, available 
in over 100 different colours and fabrics. We deliver 
across the length and breadth of the country, and 
our linens grace the tables of some of the most 
prestigious venues in the land. No order is too big  
or too small and our expert team of customer 
advisers are on hand to assist you with every aspect 
of your order.

Whether you are planning a wedding; conference; 
award ceremony; gala; banquet; corporate function; 
restaurant opening or simply an intimate dinner for 
two, take a look through our brochure and be  
truly inspired.

INTRODUCTION
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There are those special occasions where only the finest 
table linen will do. Our exclusive, luxuriously rich, natural 
linen range; is the Haute Couture of table linen and can not 
fail to capture the prestigious sophistication of your event.  

NATURAL



3NATURAL COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Flax Hessian Straw Blush Pink Ash Sable Ruby

Canary Fire Pistachio Azure

Hemp Silver Cool Grey



4NATURAL

Flax

Straw Blush Pink Silver

Hemp Hessian
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Ash

Ruby Canary Fire

Cool Grey Sable
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Pistachio Azure
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DIMENSION Bright bold primary colours were the inspiration for the 
modernist painter Miro. We’re sure our full palette of over 
35 solid colours will bring out the artist in you too.  
Use them on their own to create a strong colourful theme, 
or soften the look by adding a delicate organza overlay.

Whichever colour, or colours, you choose; you’ll find they 
are readily available in a full range of sizes as table cloths, 
table skirts, napkins, chair covers and accessories.



8DIMENSION COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Yellow Neon*

Dark NavyFrench NavyRoyal BlueCornflowerPale Blue

Yellow Gold Peach Orange Rust Red Burgundy

Green Neon* Apple Green Mint Green Ivy Olive Emerald Forest Green Teal Turquoise

Lemon Orange Neon*

Pale Pink Bubblegum 
Pink

Rosita Cerise Dark Lilac Pale Lilac Purple

Silver Grey Graphite Brown Black

White Ivory Biscuit Taupe

*Please refer to website for sizing.
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Yellow Neon

Gold Peach Orange Neon

Lemon Yellow



10DIMENSION

Orange 

Burgundy Green Neon Apple Green

Rust Red



11DIMENSION

Mint Green

Emerald Forest Green Teal

Ivy Olive
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Turquoise

Royal Blue French Navy Dark Navy

Pale Blue Cornflower

DIMENSION
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Pale Pink

Cerise Dark Lilac Pale Lilac

Bubblegum Pink Rosita

DIMENSION
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Purple

Graphite Brown Black

Silver Grey

DIMENSION
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White Ivory

DIMENSION

Biscuit

Taupe
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Cotton is a soft, staple fibre that grows around the seeds of 
the cotton plant. The fibre is most often spun into yarn or 
thread and used to make a soft, breathable textile, which is 
the most widely used natural-fibre cloth in clothing today. 
In the 19th and early 20th centuries, cotton was known as 
“King Cotton” because of the great economic and cultural 
influence it had over the Southern United States.

Our Monarch is undoubtedly the King of Tablecloths with 
its rich natural handles and ribbed effect – this captivating 
range will transform your event.

MONARCH



17MONARCH COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Ocean Wave* Clay Snowdrop Stone Chalk Heather Olive Granite

Springleaf Sunset Violet New Clay

Buttercup Tangerine

 *Available in limited stock
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Ocean Wave

Snowdrop Stone Tangerine

Buttercup Clay



19MONARCH

Chalk

Granite Springleaf Sunset

Heather Olive



20MONARCH

Violet New Clay
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If you wish to bring an air of sophistication and elegance to 
your special occasion, look no further than the beautifully 
decorative bentley. Long described as ‘the fabric of royalty,’ 
the lavishly woven brocade, ‘the twisted thread,’ will 
capture the detail and style of your event exquisitely.

  BENTLEY



22BENTLEY COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Black Gold Brown Cream Purple Red White Forest Green

Grey Plum Mocca Navy

Burgundy Ice Blue



23BENTLEY

Black

Brown Cream Ice Blue

Burgundy Gold



24BENTLEY

Purple

Forest Green Grey Plum

Red White



25BENTLEY

Mocca Navy
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Rich in colour and texture, the regencies luxurious striped 
style has adorned the tables of the noble for hundreds 
of years. Visibly striking, the raised pattered brocade 
is deservingly the fabric of pomp and ceremony.

REGENCY



27REGENCY COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Black Purple Forest Green Navy Cream Burgundy GreyGold White



28REGENCY

Black

Forest Green Navy White

Gold Purple



29REGENCY

Cream Burgundy Grey
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No one can resist the feel of velvet. It is elegant, yet 
sensual. It is luxurious yet welcoming. Whether you choose 
rich dark shades or bright jewel colours, chairs and tables 
take on an extravagant air of opulence. 

Choose velvet to create a mood of grown up indulgence.

CRUSHED 
VELVET



31CRUSHED VELVET COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Black Forest Green Silver Burgundy Red Navy WhiteRoyal Blue Purple

Runners available in other colours.



32CRUSHED VELVET

Black

Silver Burgundy Purple

Royal Blue Forest Green
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Red Navy White

CRUSHED VELVET
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Create a mood of shimmering chic with our enthralling 
range of silky smooth satins, available in an array of 
awe-inspiring colours.

Our wondrous satins is sure to add a  burst of ‘full on fun’ 
to your special occasion.

SATIN 
SHIMMER



35SATIN SHIMMER COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Albicant Saddle Sap Sienna Ocean Sandy Seashell Jetta Cadet Umber

Aubergine



36SATIN SHIMMER

Albicant

Sap Sienna Cadet

Jetta Saddle



37SATIN SHIMMER

Ocean

Umber Aubergine

Sandy Seashell
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The pintuck is a quintessentially exquisite fabric. Visibly 
striking, this captivating fabric consists of a series of pleats 
skilfully stitched in place.

Rich in colour and texture the silky smooth pintuck will add 
a touch of decadence and envy to any affair.

PINTUCK



39PINTUCK COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Pewter Old Gold Antique Violet* Burnt Orange*Wheat Pale Blue*

*Please check for availability, limited stock.



40PINTUCK

Pewter

Antique Violet Burnt Orange Pale Blue

Wheat Old Gold
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GINGHAM The gingham is a fabric steeped in 500 years of history 
and takes its name from the Malayan word genggang or 
‘striped.’ Today we recognise gingham as being a  
contrasting-check pattern, marked by having the coloured 
yarns (the warp) dyed before it is woven against the 
uncoloured yarns (the weft). 

A fabric favourite, the gingham continues to be an integral 
part of the spring and summer style landscape.



42GINGHAM COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Blue Purple Red YellowGreen



43GINGHAM

Blue

Red Yellow

Green Purple
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The much loved tartan is one of Scotland’s most important 
historical symbols and a pattern handed down from 
generation to generation. Consisting of criss-crossed 
alternating bands of multiple colours, it’s not hard to see 
why this mesmerizing pattern is world renowned.  

So take your guests back to a bygone age, with our rich and 
vibrant, evocative tartan table linen. 

TARTAN



45TARTAN COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Black Watch LindsayRoyal Stewart 



46TARTAN

Black Watch Royal Stewart Lindsay
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No other stitch captivates good old fashioned romance 
like that of the charming hemstitch. While the origins of 
the hemstitch may be obscure, there’s no doubting that 
the intricate detailing graces the hem of the cloth with 
poise and vintage inspired elegance. This is a linen that 
commands your attention. 

HEMSTITCH



48HEMSTITCH COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Oatmeal White



49HEMSTITCH

Oatmeal White
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Overlays instantly lighten the mood. Northfields have over 
25 different colours to help you achieve the look you want. 
Our delicate organza is the perfect companion to add a 
splash of colour over a base layer and help lighten the room.

Use overlays to enhance or subdue your colour scheme and 
turn the ordinary into the extraordinary.

ORGANZA



51ORGANZA COLOUR RANGE - AT A GLANCE

Black Gold Pale Lilac Purple Burgundy Emerald Grey Navy

Pale Pink Red Copper Ivory Orange Peacock LemonForest Silver

Dusty Pink White

Brown

Pale Blue

Mint Teal Royal Bubblegum Pink
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Black

Pale Lilac Purple White

Dusty Pink Gold



53ORGANZA

Burgundy

Navy Pale Pink Red

Emerald Grey



54ORGANZA

Copper

Peacock Forest Lemon

Ivory Orange
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Pale Blue

Mint Teal Royal

Silver Brown



56ORGANZA

Bubblegum Pink
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FOR INSPIRATION...
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Olive Monarch table runner and napkin

Silver Natural table linen and Blush Pink Natural napkins

 Fire Natural napkins and White Dimension table linen
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Hessian Natural napkins and Hemp Natural table linenCream New Bentley table linen and napkins

Oatmeal Hemstitch napkin
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Tied Silver Natural napkins

Bubble Gum Pink Dimension napkin

Pale Blue Dimension table linen and White Dimension napkin
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Grey Dimension table linen and napkins

Canary Natural napkin

Pistachio Natural napkin Ice Blue Windsor table linen and napkin
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Pale Lilac Dimension napkin

Biscuit Dimension table linen and White Hemstitch napkin

Straw Natural table linen and Fire Natural napkinStraw Natural table linen
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Permanent Linen Hire

Suited to the Hotel, Conference Venue and Restaurant Sector, 
or even if you are an Event Caterer who likes a regular size and 
colour, week in week out, we can tailor your requirements 
to the needs of your business.  Whether it is Napkins and 
Tablecloths for your outlets or events, Bed Linen and Towels 
for your rooms, or Chefs Wear for your kitchens, we are a 
“one stop shop” for all of your catering and event needs.

 Are you interested in having stock you can call upon when  
 you need it?

 Want the option to store quality stock on your premises   
 without a holding charge?

 Increase and decrease your holding levels based on the   
 demands of your business?

 Change colours and styles based on the demand of your   
 client portfolio? (The options are endless)

 Want a dedicated Account Manager who will be your point  
 of contact throughout the whole process?

If so our Permanent Linen Hire solution is for you.

Your dedicated Account Manager will discuss in depth with 
you regarding your optimal usage on a weekly, monthly, 
quarterly and yearly basis and offer a professional, yet 
practical view on your stock install amount paying particular 
attention to ensuring you always have enough stock in 
rotation to suit the demands of your business. Once agreed, 
along with your delivery and collection days, the agreed stock 
will be installed to your premises, free of charge. Once used, 
and on the agreed delivery and collection days, the linen is 
collected,  laundered to the highest quality, and then returned 
(normally within 48 hours, or as per the agreement in place).

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

“Provided as an affordable, high quality, professional 
linen service to all customers looking to hold 
dedicated stock on site in an option of various colours, 
types and sizes which is then laundered and returned 
on agreed days throughout the working week”
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Your dedicated Account Manager will assist in managing the 
whole process and  is on hand to help should you decide 
you want a change in colour, size, or type of product, whilst 
keeping an accurate, detailed record of all your laundering 
with us. Additionally they will also manage and participate in 
a regular quarterly onsite stock check to make sure you are 
always fully serviced to the agreed levels.

We pride ourselves on providing you with a quality, 
sustainable product, and with our professional Customer 
Service Team able to offer advice on anything you may need, 
through to our experienced Laundry Team who wash your 
linen with care in a state of the art laundry facility, and our 
approachable, Warehouse and Logistics Team who ensure 
that you receive your linen on time and to a high standard.

For more information, or to talk to one of our colleagues 
to discuss your Permanent Linen Hire requirements, please 
contact us at Ideas@linenforhire.co.uk or alternatively please 
call 0208 988 7977.

(Permanent Hire products available on request: Tablecloths, 
Napkins, Runners, Chair Covers, Bed Linen, Towels, Chefs Wear, 
Uniforms, Tea Towels, Oven Cloths, Kitchen Cloths, Aprons.)

Wash and Return

Do you own your own Table Linen, Bed Linen, Towelling, 
Chefs Wear, Uniform or a combination of them all?

Our Wash and Return service is the perfect partner for you.

Simply drop off your dirty products and let us launder them at 
a very competitive rate.

We use state of the art laundry machinery and chemical 
processes to make sure that our washes are always of the 
highest quality.

Along with an experienced Laundry Team who excel in quality 
control, rest assured your linen will be treated as if it were 
our own and laundered to the very highest of standards.

(Normal turnaround time is 48-72 hours.)

Please contact Ideas@linenforhire.co.uk or alternatively call 
0208 988 7977.

“A Sustainable, Professional, Dedicated laundering 
service of customers own linen”

Permanent Linen Hire continued...
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Colour Resolution Disclaimer

Northfields strives to portray colours displayed in this digital brochure as accurately as possible, but due to the 
limitations of digital display equipment we can not guarantee they will appear exactly the same as the real material. 
Please request a swatch of your chosen fabric, which we will be delighted to send you.

Copyright 

Copyright © 2019 Northfields Ltd

All rights reserved. No part of this digital brochure may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical 
means – without written permission from its publisher.

PLEASE NOTE
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